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Particle accelerators are large devices
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Plasma acceleration 𝐸! > 10 GV/m à 100x more compact

Applications from MeV to TeV energy ranges
o X-ray sources, high-energy physics
o Democratize accelerator-based sources

• Enable research in biology, medicine, chemistry, HEP, etc.
• Kinetic energy: ℰ" ∝ 𝐿 × 𝐸!
• Conventional accelerators limited to 𝐸! < 100 MV/m

17 GeV linear accelerator at XFEL

Jens Osterhoff in the XFEL tunnel

UK Roadmap for Plasma Wakefield Accelerator Research 4 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

Figure 2: Non-exhaustive overview of laboratories working on (or with the capacity to work on) laser-driven (black)
and particle beam-driven (green) plasma wakefield R&D. Based in part on the map of high-power laser laboratories
produced by the International Committee on Ultra-high Intensity Lasers (ICUIL).21

4.1.2 PWFAs
Research on PWFAs was initially restricted to a handful of large research centres, but the intensity of research is now
strongly ramping up as more laboratories engage. In the field of e-PWFAs, there are several important multi-national
collaborations providing programmatic or campaign-based R&D at, for example, SLAC FACET(-II), BNL ATF(-II),
DESY FLASHForward, INFN SPARC-X and elsewhere. Research on p-PWFAs, through the AWAKE experiment, is
strongly supported by CERN and involves a large collaboration by the standards of plasma wakefield acceleration.
As mentioned above, the EuPRAXIA project includes a programme on linac-driven plasma wakefield accelerator
concepts.

4.2 The UK perspective
4.2.1 LWFAs
The UK has several internationally leading groups; these are mostly university-based, several of which are also a�liated
with one of the two Accelerator Institutes. The UK groups have made major contributions to fundamental research
on LWFAs. These include the first demonstration of the generation of narrow energy spread beams;3 pioneering
demonstrations of acceleration to the GeV range in externally-guided4 and self-guided25 geometries; the development
of novel plasma channels;26–28 studies of novel methods for controlling electron injection via ionization of dopant
species;29,30 and measurements of the duration31 and emittance32 of laser-accelerated electron bunches. UK groups
have also played leading roles in demonstrating applications of LWFAs, including: the generation of visible and extreme
ultraviolet undulator radiation from laser-accelerated electrons;5,33 the generation of bright betatron radiation with
photon energies in the keV to MeV range;34,35 the application of betatron radiation to tomographic imaging of human
bone;36 and applications to fundamental physics, such as studies of the radiation reaction.37

To date most experimental work by the UK groups has been performed at the Central Laser Facility (CLF)
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL), or at laser facilities outside the UK. The Astra-Gemini TA3 laser,
commissioned in 2008 at RAL, was a major advance for laser driven particle acceleration in the UK. This is not
only because it features an ultrashort high-intensity pulse, which is ideal for laser wakefield acceleration, but also
because it operates at relatively high-repetition rate of 1 shot every 20 seconds, compared to the few shots per hour
of previous petawatt-scale laser facilities. The Gemini laser increased by a factor of 10 the laser energy provided by
the Astra TA2 laser which was used in the first demonstration of the generation of monoenergetic, self-injected beam
experiments.3 The increased pulse energy available from the Gemini laser allows a laser wakefield to be driven to
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Source: B. Hidding et al. arXiv:1904.09205 (2019)
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Plasma acceleration: an alternative to conventional technologies

T. Tajima, J. M. Dawson. PRL 43.4 (1979)Wake ~ λ# ~ 100 µm
Propagation ~ mm-m distance

Plasma

• electrons and ions (q/m >1000x larger)
• Sensitive to electromagnetic fields à collective effects
• Maxwell equations + Lorentz force
• Electron plasma waves
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The wake can be driven by a particle beam or a laser pulse

Laser pulse

• Ultrashort (fs): 𝐿 < 𝜆%
• Ultraintense: 𝑎& =
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Electron beam

• 𝐿 < 𝜆%
• 𝒗 ~ 𝑐𝒆𝒛
• 𝜌, 𝑱à 𝑬,𝑩

Laser pulse Electron beam
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FLASH 1

FLASH 2

FLASHFORWARD
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Figure 1. Schematic of the FLASH SRF front-end supplying the FLASHForward experimental beamline with high-average-
power electron beams. Also shown are the adjoining FLASH1 and FLASH2 FEL beamlines. The FLASHForward beamline occupies
the same experimental interlock area as that of FLASH2. (Online version in colour.)

windowless, thus eliminating scattering-based emittance degradation upon entering and
exiting the plasma cell.

— Megahertz repetition rates. The FLASH superconducting accelerating modules are capable
of operating at MHz frequencies with µs bunch spacing, providing bunch trains to FEL
users at up to 30 kW average power. These accelerating modules are capable of sending
the same bunch trains to FLASHForward for high-average-power PWFA studies—a
functionality unavailable to any other current or planned PWFA facility. By using these
bunch trains of variable frequency and power the limits of PWFA’s operational ability will
be probed, testing the applicability of plasma wakefield schemes to the highest intensity
future photon-science and high-energy-physics facilities.

— Femtosecond-level longitudinal diagnostics. In 2019, the FLASHForward beamline will be
extended beyond the current design to incorporate an X-band (11.998 GHz) transverse
deflection structure for femtosecond-scale longitudinal phase-space reconstruction [13].
This longitudinal diagnostic device will reveal key information about drive beams,
allowing energy gain in the plasma to be maximized through bunch shaping. The
capability to diagnose witness beams would also yield invaluable insight into the results
of acceleration, providing a tool to differentiate between the nuances of distinct injection
schemes (thus confirming the validity of particle-in-cell codes), as well as an additional
resource in optimizing the system for FEL gain. No previous PWFA facility has benefitted
from the functionality of an X-band TDS downstream of the plasma cell to diagnose both
drive and witness bunches, giving FLASHForward a unique experimental asset.

— Laser-to-electron-beam timing. In 2020, the timing system of the FLASHForward electron
beamline will undergo an upgrade. This will bring the synchronization of the electron
beam with the 25 TW, 25 fs, 10 Hz titanium-sapphire CPA laser system to O(10 fs) rms
[14]. This exquisite level of synchronization will be realized via a pulsed optical reference
signal (rather than electronic RF signals) distributed throughout the FLASH facility,
derived from the repetition rate of a femtosecond mode-locked laser oscillator. This level
of synchronization between laser pulses and the electron beam driver will be essential for
laser-triggered injection schemes and transverse laser diagnostics.

(a) Beamline overview
The FLASH electron accelerator provides bunches to FLASHForward with sufficient quality to
drive an FEL. These bunches have energies up to 1.25 GeV, approximately 0.1% uncorrelated
energy spread, approximately 2 µm normalized transverse emittance, variable lengths from 50
to 5000 fs, bunch charges of 0.1–3.0 nC, and bunch spacings on the sub-µs level. These electron
bunches are capable of acting as the driver for the plasma wakefield with peak currents ranging
up to approximately 2.5 kA.
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Beam-driven wakefield acceleration (FLASHForward, DESY)

FLASH electron beam
1 GeV, 1 nC

Plasma
10-2 - 10-3 cm45, 5-20 cm long

High-quality acceleration
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Laser-driven Wakefield Acceleration (LUX, DESY)

Here, we correlate laser and electron parameters using
the unprecedented statistics from more than 100 000 con-
secutive electron beams generated at a 1-Hz repetition rate.
Our study is only enabled by the first continuous 24-h
operation of a laser-plasma-based accelerator, which per-
forms with sufficient stability to effectively limit parameter
variations while providing comprehensive diagnostics to
access a mapping of drive laser and electron parameters.
Based on these correlations, we accurately model the
electron energy using measured laser data and explain
and quantify main sources of the residual electron energy
drift and jitter. Our approach opens the path for feedback
loops and active performance control, which is a crucial
step required for laser-plasma acceleration to become a
driver for applications [19–22].

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The LUX accelerator [23], shown in Fig. 1, was devel-
oped explicitly for the purpose of isolating the sources of
variability in laser-plasma acceleration. The primary driver
underlying the design is the combination of the state of the
art in laser-plasma and modern accelerator technology. By
achieving reproducible operation, we limit the system’s
degrees of freedom, which is crucial to extract correlations
from the extensive data set.
The plasma accelerator is driven by the ANGUS laser, a

Ti:Sapphire-based chirped-pulse amplification system,
which, for this campaign, provided 2 J (!1.8% rms) pulse
energy on target (3.5 J before the compressor) at 42 fs
FWHM pulse length to deliver 48 TW peak power at a 1-Hz
repetition rate. The laser was focused (Strehl ratio 0.9) to a
spot size of 25 μm FWHMwith a 2-m focal length off-axis
parabolic mirror (parabola) into a plasma-cell target and
extracted for postinteraction analysis using a glass wedge
with an on-axis hole.
As a key to stable laser operation, we systematically

diagnosed the laser pulse as it evolved from its origin in the
femtosecond oscillator through the following amplification

and pulse-shaping stages. At each interface between
subsequent stages, we live monitored a defined set of laser
pulse properties, such as spectrum, energy, and beam
profile, and actively stabilized the laser path.
The plasma target was machined from a sapphire crystal.

A square (500-μm side length) channel was continuously
filled with hydrogen from two independently mass-flow-
controlled inlets to support a 4-mm plasma density plateau
of 2.7 × 1018 cm−3 electron density. The pressure, mea-
sured directly at the inlets, was 55.5 mbar and 56.5 mbar,
respectively. The first inlet was doped with nitrogen
(up to 3% concentration) to inject electrons from ionization
injection [24–26] and accelerate them to an energy of
368 MeV. A differential pumping stage removed the gas
load from the target chamber. The target supported in
excess of 200 000 shots before replacement.
To set up the electron beam for the data run, we had

access to different parameters. We scanned the laser focus
position and set it at a position within the plasma density
up-ramp where the resulting electron energy jitter was low
(compare also the discussion of our experimental results
below). In addition, we varied the laser energy using an
attenuator located just before the compressor. In general,
for a fixed spot size, a higher laser energy increases the
transverse injection volume, leading to higher charge,
larger divergence, and larger emittance. Operation at
lower laser energies supported less beam charge but was
preferred to increase the transverse quality of the injected
beam.We balanced the reduction in charge from lower laser
energies by slightly increasing the dopant concentration.
Furthermore, we could slightly adjust the resulting energy
spread by tuning the beam loading via the beam charge, i.e.,
with laser energy and dopant concentration.
Note, however, that the goal of this campaign was not to

optimize a particular electron-beam property like energy,
charge, energy spread, or emittance, but to demonstrate
continuous delivery of reproducible electron beams. The
optimization of the electron bunch properties by dedicated

Spectrometer

Charge / Position

Charge / Position
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Steering
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Beam profile

Beam profile
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Parabola
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Electron beam
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Wavefront
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FIG. 1. The drive laser (red) is focused into a plasma-cell target, where it ionizes a nitrogen-doped hydrogen gas to form a plasma and
then traps and accelerates electrons to an energy of 368 MeV. After the target, the laser is extracted from the beam axis for diagnostics.
The electron beam (blue) is captured using a pair of electromagnetic quadrupoles and focused into a permanent magnet dipole
spectrometer. The electron beam is adjusted to the accelerator design axis using steering dipoles. Retractable scintillating screens and
cavity-type beam position monitors provide electron-beam profile, charge, and position information. For clarity, only a few of the
installed laser diagnostics are shown. The whole setup is integrated into a controls system to enable live monitoring, tuning, and
processing of the acquired data.

ANDREAS R. MAIER et al. PHYS. REV. X 10, 031039 (2020)

031039-2

Angus laser
Ti:Sapphire
I = 10-6𝑊/cm.

1 Hz, 2.6 J, 34 fs
25 µm, 𝑎& = 2.1

Plasma 10-6cm45, 6 mm, N2 & H2
Beam 250 MeV, 1% energy spread
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Courtesy of Sören Jalas, UHH, DESY
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Wrapping up on the physics of plasma acceleration

Ø Strong accelerating fields 𝐸! ~ 10𝑠 GV/m

Ø Laser-driven or beam-driven

Ø Accelerated electron beams are inherently ultrashort (fs)

Ø Demonstrated

o Mono-energetic electron beams [1-3]

o Acceleration up to 8 GeV [4]

o FEL driven by a laser plasma accelerator [5]

Ø Remaining challenges

o Stability [6]

o Repetition rate [7]

o Staging

Ø But: non-linear process à numerical simulations are crucial

Maxence Thévenet - 2nd DMLab meeting, DESY - 12/12/2022

[1] J. Faure et al. Nature 431.7008 (2004)
[2] S. Mangles et al. Nature 431.7008 (2004)
[3] C. G. R. Geddes et al. Nature 431.7008 (2004)
[4] A. J. Gonsalves et al. PRL 122, 084801 (2019)
[5] W. Wang et al. Nature 595.7868 (2021)
[6] A. Maier et al. Phys. Rev. X 10, 031039 (2020)
[7] R. D’Arcy et al. Nature 603.7899 (2022)
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Particle-in-cell is the method of choice for wakefield simulations

Plasma electrons are disturbed by the driver, and form a wake with 
large electric fields where a particle beam can be accelerated

Regular grid
Macroparticles

Push particles
𝑥, 𝑣 = 𝑓(𝐸, 𝐵)

Deposit currents
𝐽 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑣)

Solve fields
𝐸, 𝐵 = 𝑓(𝐽)

Gather fields
𝐸, 𝐵 = 𝑓(𝐸, 𝐵)

Lagrangian description of plasma
Eulerian description of fields

à 3D simulations of plasma acceleration are very 
expensive (10005 cells ~ 1 TB)
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Particle-in-cell is the method of choice for wakefield simulations

M. Thévenet | FLASHForward day 09/12/2022

1 m (10,000x)

100 microns

Ø Boosted frame method
J.-L. Vay PRL 98, 130405 (2007)

Ø Reduced model: quasi-static approximation (QSA)
Sprangle, P. et al., PRL 64.17 (1990): 2011
à HiPACE++ at DESY

What platform do we run on?
• Top500: 15/20 GPU
• Green500: 19/20 GPU
à on GPU

https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/2022/11/

Rank  Name Hardware
1 Frontier TDS AMD Instinct MI250X
2 Frontier AMD Instinct MI250X
3 LUMI AMD Instinct MI250X
4 Adastra AMD Instinct MI250X
5 ATOS THX.A.B NVIDIA A100
6 MN-3 Xeon Platinum 8260M
7 SSC-21 Scalable Module NVIDIA A100 
8 Tethys NVIDIA A100 
9 Wilkes-3 NVIDIA A100 

10 Athena NVIDIA A100 
11 Phoenix - 2022 NVIDIA A100 
12 HiPerGator AI NVIDIA A100 
13 Snellius Phase 1 GPU NVIDIA A100 
14 Perlmutter NVIDIA A100 
15 Karolina, GPU partition NVIDIA A100 
16 MeluXina - Accelerator Module NVIDIA A100 
17 Alex NVIDIA A100 
18 NVIDIA DGX SuperPOD NVIDIA A100 
19 JUWELS Booster Module NVIDIA A100 
20 JURECA Data Centric Module NVIDIA A100 
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PIC codes benefit from modern code practices

M. Thévenet | FLASHForward day 09/12/2022

Ø Performance-portability
• Portability layer (Kokkos, Alpaka, RAJA) C++

Ø Open Source & Open Repository
• Encourages flexible, modular code

Ø Documented
• Clear and transparent code

Kokkos::ParallelFor( N,
[=] (int i) {

xp[i] += 1.;
}

);

…

40 CPU cores

40 CPU cores +
10,000 GPU cores

à

for(int i=0; i<N; i++){
xp[i] += 1.;

}

CUDA (NVIDIA)
kernel(int* xp) { 

int i = blockIdx.x *
blockDim.x
+ threadIdx.x;

if (i<N) xp[i] += 1; }
kernel<<<N, 256>>>(xp);

500 GB
30 GB
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Simulations 10x faster and 1000x less costly
4 GPUs 16 CPU cores 1024 CPU cores

Runtime (seconds) 6 4540 556
Cost (node-hours) 6 1510 11900

HiPACE++: people and structure

Ø Collaboration with the ECP WarpX2,3 team at LBNL
Ø On top of AMReX1 (LBNL): portability
Ø On top of openPMD-api (HZDR): I/O
Ø First quasi-static PIC code fully ported to GPU
Ø High-resolution simulations take minutes (w.r.t. hours previously)

Driving principles
• Open-source, well documented, user-friendly
• Automated testing (CI)
• Adopt community standards
• Performance portability
• Rely on existing libraries

M. Thévenet | FLASHForward day 09/12/2022

[1] https://github.com/AMReX-Codes/amrex
[2] https://github.com/ECP-WarpX/WarpX
[3] Myers et al., Parallel Comput. 2021
[4] https://github.com/openPMD/openPMD-standard

3D quasi-static PIC code
Developed by DESY & LBNL

https://github.com/Hi-PACE/hipace
Part of the BLAST toolkit

Doc: https://hipace.readthedocs.io
Diederichs et al., CPC 278, 108421 (2022)

HiPACE++

Severin Diederichs
DESY

Maxence Thévenet
DESY

Alexander Sinn
DESY

Carlo Benedetti
LBNL

Axel Huebl
LBNL

Andrew Myers
LBNL

Weiqun Zhang
LBNL

Rémi Lehe
LBNL

Jean-Luc Vay
LBNL

lead

https://github.com/Hi-PACE/hipace
https://hipace.readthedocs.io/
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1 V100, 7h 30 min

1 CPU core, 9 min

Modern HPC practices enable more science and collaboration

Driving principles
• Open-source, well documented
• Automated testing (CI)
• Adopt community standards
• Performance portability
• Rely on existing libraries

M. Thévenet | FLASHForward day 09/12/2022

Petra IV: 2.3 km, 6 GeV storage ring for 
unprecedented X-ray brightness.

Specs: 6 GeV, > 1 nC/s, 1% momentum 
acceptance, 10 mm.mrad

How can the injector be 
replaced by a LPA?

Plasma Injector for Petra IV – PIP4 (A. Martinez de la Ossa)

• Wake-T: lightweight reduced 
model for 2D simulations (few 
min on a laptop) – DESY

• FBPIC: LBNL-DESY 
collaboration for laser wakefield 
acceleration simulations

Develop and combine multiple simulation tools

• Parallel Bayesian 
optimization

• Multi-task BO

(A. Ferran Pousa)

Implement machine learning for more efficent operation



Thank you for your attention

Conclusion & Perspectives
Ø Plasma acceleration: worldwide effort towards compact accelerators
Ø Next challenges: stability, repetition rate, staging
Ø Numerical simulations crucial in plasma acceleration research
Ø We favor open-source & community standards for more collaboration


